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Abstract 
A general linear programming model for an order-theoretic analysis of both Edmonds' ~eedy 
algorithm for matroids and the NW-comer ule for transportation problems with Monge costs is 
introduced. This approach includes the model of Queyranne, Spieksma nd Tardella (1993) as a 
special case. We solve the problem by optimal greedy algorithms for rooted forests as underlying 
structures. Other solvable cases are also discussed. 
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1. Introduction 
The idea of Edmonds [5] to interpret the matroid greedy algorithm within tlie 
primal-dual framework of linear programs derived from submodular set functions has 
initiated considerable interest in the investigation of combinatorial optimization prob- 
lems with submodular constraints and has given rise to far-reaching eneralizations of
Edmonds' original model (cf., e.g., submodular functions on graphs [6], generalized 
polymatroids [8] or submodular systems [9]). Typically, these models are centered 
around totally dual integral systems of linear inequalities and thus explain many 
rain-max relations in combinatorial optimization. 
Already Hoffman [10] observed that the bipartite transportation problem becomes 
simpler when the cost matrix has the so-called Monge property which can be viewed as 
a manifestation of submodular constraints (cf. Section 2). In this case, the NW-corner 
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rule is a globally optimal algorithm, satisfying supplies and demands in a locally optimal 
fashion. Hoffman's result has a direct generalization to higher dimensions (cf. [1]), 
where the analogue of the NW-corner rule can be formulated. Bipartite graphs with 
Monge property have an underlying greedoid structure (cf. [4]), which might suggest 
greedoids as a common model for Edmond's and Hoffman's greedy algorithms. 
Greedoids, however, are very. general and do not lend themselves easily to duality 
properties. On the other hand, Queyranne l al. [11] could fornmlate a linear program- 
ming model with submodular constraints that includes Edmonds' greedy algorithm as 
well as the NW-corner rule. 
The present note introduces an even more general model by exhibiting the order-theo- 
retic structure of Edmonds' and Hoffman's linear programming models. The purpose of 
this model is twofold: the order-theoretic approach allows us to view and to extend the 
results of Queyranne t al. [1 I] and Bein et al. [1] in a completely "coordinate-free" and 
conceptually much simpler context, and it naturally suggests to study the problem for 
more general orders. 
The model in Section 2 arises from Edmonds' model essentially by restricting the 
constraints to the order ideals relative to some (.partial) orders on the ground set and 
formulating the constraints only with respect to maximal elements in order ideals. In 
Section 3, we present a greedy algorithm that always finds a feasible dual solution if the 
constraints comprise all order ideals and finds a feasible dual solution, if one exists, 
whenever the underlying order is a rooted forest. Optimality of the algorithm will follow 
if we can exhibit an associated primally feasible solution. 
Primal feasibility is addressed in Section 4, where we give a positive answer in the 
case of submodular constraints and a rooted forest as underlying order structure. It turns 
out that our algorithm works in the same way for arbitrary orders if the constraint 
function is not only submodular but also monotone. In general, however, it is not even 
clear whether submodularity is the right notion for the analysis of the greedy algorithm. 
2. The linear programming model 
Let P = (E, ~<) be a (partial) order on the finite set E, and let zar be a arbitrary (but 
fixed) family of subsets of E. 
For each A ~ ~", we denote by A + the collection of maximal elements of A relative 
to the order induced by P on J#. 
Consider any function f :~  together with a weighting c: E~.  We are 
interested in the linear program 
n'laX E CeA'e 
e~_E 
s.t. Y'. xe<~f( A), 
e~A - 
for all A~d,  
(1) 
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and its dual 
rain , f (A) YA 
A ~.~ 
s.t. ~ YA=e~, for all e~E,  (2) 
A ~ ,.~./ 
e~A 
YA > 0, for all A ~d.  
It is important o clarify the role of the subset family ~ vs the order relation P in our 
model, sr itself is independent of P. P, however, determines which elements are 
"maximal"  in the members of s-~/. Thus, considering the same family ,ze relative to a 
different order relation Q will lead to different constraints in the linear programs (1) and 
(2) and hence to different optimization problems. 
We note some special cases of our model. If P is the trivial order on E and sr 
comprises all subsets of E, the feasible solutions of (1) form a submodular system in the 
sense of Fujishige [9] provided f is submodular, i.e. 
f (AUB)  +f(anB)  <~f(a) +f(B) ,  for all A, Be ,~.  (3) 
The normegative vectors of a submodular system constitute a polymatroid as introduced 
by Edmonds [5]. The vectors x in a submodular system attaining the equality 
E x,, =U(E) 
e~ E* 
make up the associated base polytope. The generalized polymalroids of Frank and 
Tardos [8] are projections of submodular base polytopes along one coordinate. All these 
structures generalize matroids on one hand, but allow, on the other hand, a structural 
analysis within the framework of classical matroid theory (cf. [7]). 
Let us assume now that each H~q is an (order) ideal relative to P, i.e, 
e~<aimplies e~A,  for all a~A,  e~E.  (4) 
Each ideal A is uniquely determined by its set A + of maximal elements. In the case 
where P is the union of k pairwise unrelated chains, each A E ~" may thus be though 
of as a k-dimensional vector, whose components indicate the respective maximal 
elements of A in each chain. When o4 is closed under union and intersection and f is 
submodular, we obtain the model of Queyranne t al. [11]. 
If P consists of k = 2 unrelated chains, each ideal A with [A+I  = 2 can be 
interpreted as a " l ine" of the bipartite graph whose two color classes are the respective 
chains. So (2) is a transportation problem with the e~'s as "demands" and "supplies" 
respectively and "costs"  f(A) on the lines. Submodularity of f in this context is 
tantamount to saying that the costs of our transportation problem have the so-called 
Monge proper~. (For a recent extensive survey on Monge optimization see, e.g. [3].) 
The work of Hoffman [10] in particular implies that the so-called NW-eonzer ule 
solves a transportation problem if the cost matrix has the Monge property. The 
NW-corner rule iterates the following step: try to satisfy as much of the demand (or 
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supply) with the currently lexicographically largest line and then remove it from the 
bipartite graph. 
Bern et al. [1] observed that the NW-corner rule solves also the general k-dimensional 
transportation problem on the complete k-partite graph if the costs are submodular. 
Queyranne t al. [11] investigate it within the primal-dual setting of linear programming, 
stipulating only that the lines of the (not necessarily complete) k-partite graph corre- 
spond to a family o# of ideals that is closed under union and intersection. 
Returning to the general problem (1) and (2) respectively, let 2~c_ ~" be a subfamily 
of H. We associate with ~ '  the incidence matrix L whose rows are indexed by the sets 
A in 2 and columns by the elements e e E such that 
1. if eEA + , 
L.,~.~, = Oi otherwise. 
Denoting by f [ _r the restriction of f to 27", we say that the vector x ~ [R E is primally 
s if 
Lx=f l  =" (5) 
or, equivalently, 
x,, =f(a)  for all A r (6) 
6.EA  ~ 
Similarly. we call a vector y = ( y.~ I A ~.~)  d, ally 2~-greedy it" 
yTL=c T and y>/O. (7) 
Observe that any dually .L;<greedy extends to a feasible solution ~, for (2) in a natural 
way by setting 
YA, if A ~2,  
f'A = O, otherwise. 
A prima!ly .ZF-greedy vector x will generally not be feasible for (1). We note, however, 
the following. 
Lemma 2.1. Let x be primally and y dually ~.'-greedy. Then, 
E c~,.t~,= E f(A)5'A" 
e~E A ~.,Y 
tn view of Lemma 2.1, the problems ( 1 ) and (2) are solved optimally once we exhibit 
some family ..fr oa/ that gives rise to feasible ~'~-greedy solutions x and y. 
3. The greedy algorithm 
Having the optimal solvability of the primal-dual pair (1) and (2) of problems in 
mind, we can make the following assumptions. 
(A.O) ~ e ,;r and f(O) = O. 
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(affqJ) <0  would make (I) infeasible while f (~J )>0 would imply Y0=0 in any 
optimal solution y of (2).) 
(A. 1) every A ~sr  is uniquely determined by its set A + of maximal elements. 
Because of (A. 1), there is no loss of generality when we henceforth assume that each 
A E ~ is an order ideal relative to P. 
(A.2) For every e E E, there exists some A ~/such  that e ~A +. 
Our next assumption, however, imposes a proper restriction on the general model of 
Section 2 by requiring that J '  be closed under taking unions and intersections. 
(A.3) ForeveryA ,  B~J ,  AUB,  AAB~Y.  
We will from now on always assume the properties (A,0)-(A.3) to hold. In the 
algorithm below, we deal with the following quantities iteratively: 
(i) Cmi . = min{c(e)l e ~E+},  
(ii) Tmi . is some member of .~r that is maximal (with respect o set-theoretic contain- 
ment) such that there exists some e ~ E+\T .~.  with c(e )= Cmi n. 
Note that Tram exists (because r ~ ~ as long as E 4: #. However, Tmi n is generally not 
unique. For our purposes, just some Tmi n with property (ii) suffices. 
Lemma 3.1. Let the problem (2) be feasible. Then, 
(a) c(e) > 0, for  all e ~ E; 
(b) c(e) = Cmi o, for  all e ~ E+\Tmi~; 
(c) fgr  all e, f ~ E \ Tmi,, and A E oC, e E A + r f E A + ; 
(d) E \  Tm~n _c E +. 
Proof. Let y ~ E~ be feasible for (2). Then statement (a) is implied by the inequality 
04 E YA=Cc " 
A E,~" 
eEA ~ 
Consider now e, f~E+\Tmi ,  such that c(e )= Cmi n. Then each A ~org with f~A + 
must also satisfy e EA  + (otherwise Tmi n U A ~d would strictly contain Tmi n - -  in 
contradiction to the choice of Tmi,). So we have 
c ( f )  = E Y,~< E Ya=c(e)  =Cmi n- 
A ~ ~"  A ~ ,,.~ 
J'EA ~ e~A ~ 
This proves (b) and one direction of the equivalence claimed in (c). The other direction 
follows in the same way because c(e) = c( f )  = Cmi .. 
To see (d), suppose there exists some e ~ E\Trnin which is not a maximal element of 
E. By assumption (A.2), we know e~A + for some A ~r  Because Tmi . is an ideal, 
there is some f~  E+\Tm~. such that e <f .  Now e ~ A + implies f~  A. So , f~ Tm~ n U 
A and c( f )  = Cmi ~ contradict he choice of Tmi .. 
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The analysis of Lemma 3.1 suggests the following heuristic for finding a feasible 
solution for (2). Thereby we use the notation 
o~r = {A e~'l A __T}. 
Greedy Algorithm 
Initialize: YA ~-- O, for all A ~ ,~: 
Iterate:WHILE E r ~ DO: 
determine cm~ . and some T,~o :
YE ~ Cmin 
c(e)  ~ [c (e )  - cmio], for all e E E +' 
E '-- Tmi,~ ri .  
Theorem 3.1. Assume that ~e' consists of all order ideals relative to P. Then the Greedy 
Algorithm produces a feasible solution for (2). 
Proof. If A contains all ideals relative to P, then T, nin = E\{e}  in each iteration of the 
Greedy Algorithm. Hence it is easy to see by induction on the size of the ground set E 
that the greedy solution is dually feasible. [] 
If .~ does not contain all ideals, it is easy to see that (1) may be unbounded, i.e., (2) 
may be infeasible. Generalizing a result of Queyranne t al. [11], we now want to exhibit 
a class of orders P where the Greedy Algorithm detects infeasibility. 
Let y = (ya I A ~ zg) be a feasible vector for (2) and consider A, B ~,sr such that 
AvSAUB4~B.  
We define the vector y '=  swap (y; A, B) via 
(y(S) + a, 
y'( S) = { y( S) - A, 
y( S) 
where A = min(y A, Ye)- 
if S=AUB or S=AAB,  
if S=A or S=B,  
otherwise. 
Lemma 3.2. Let the order P be such that each element e ~ E has at most one upper 
neighbor elative to P. Then also the vector y' = swap (y; A, B) is feasible for (2). 
Proof. Because A = min(y A, YB), Y is nonnegative. To check that also the other 
feasibility conditions of (2) are satisfied for each e ~ E, we distinguish three cases. 
(1) e ~ A + and e ~ B +. Then e ~ (A U B) + and e ~ (A O B)* and no violation can 
incur. 
(2) e~A + and ef~B +. There are two subcases. If e~B,  then e~(AUB)  + but 
e ~ (A N B) +. If e ~ B, then e ~ (A U B)'- and e ~ ( A N B) +. So in either case 
feasibility remains to hold. 
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(3) e~A + and e~B +. Then e f f (AUB)  +. Moreover, also efs  + must 
hold. This is so because e has an upper neighbor f ,  say, in A and some upper neighbor 
f '  in B. By our assumption on P, we know f=f '  and therefore f~ (A D B) shows that 
e cannot be maximal in A C3 B. [] 
Theorem 3.2. Let the order P be such that each element e ~ E has at most one upper 
neighbor elative to P. Then the Greedy Algorithm constructs a feasible solution,for (2) 
if and only if (2) is feasible. 
Proof. Assume that (2) is feasible. In view of the iterations in the Greedy Algorithm, it 
suffices to show that (2) admits a feasible solution y with Ye = cnlio" The feasibility of 
the greedy solution then easily follows by induction on the number of iterations. 
Choose y so that YE is as large as possible. Suppose YE < Cm~n' Because y is 
feasible, for each e E E + there nmst exist some A E~; / \{E} with e cA  and Ya > 0. 
So we can find a minimal k and ideals A I . . . . .  Ak~Y\{E}  such that y , ,~>0 for 
i=  1 . . . . .  k, and 
AIUA2U . . .  UAk=E.  
We now carry out k swaps as follows. Set y(~> = y and Z {u = A~. For i = 2 . . . .  , k, set 
y[ i ]=swap(yl i - I ) ;  Z ( i -n,  Ai) and z ( i )=z( i - l )OA i  . 
By Lemma 3.2, yIk) is feasible. Moreover, the swap operation implies for i = 2 . . . . .  k, 
Noting Z (k~ = E, we therefore conclude y(e ~/> Ye, which contradicts the choice of y. 
[] 
We will say that the order P is a rooted Jbrest if P satisfies the hypothesis of 
Theorem 3.2. Since the linear program (1) is always feasible, Theorem 3.2 can be 
interpreted as saying that, in the case of rooted forests, both (1) and (2) have optimal 
solutions if and only if the Greedy Algorithm produces a feasible solution. We will 
discuss the question of the optimality of the greedy solution in the next section. 
Let 2 be the collection of those A ~sr that occur as some "E"  during the 
execution of the Greedy Algorithm. Then ~ is a monotone chain 
~ i=AoCA IC  . - .  cAkCAk+ I=E.  
In the case of the d-dimensional transportation problem, the sequence (A~+~, A~- . . . . .  
A~) corresponds to the sequence of d-dimensional lines that are processed by an 
application of the NW comer rule. 
In the model of Edmonds [5], d comprises all subsets of E. So the Greedy 
Mgorithm implicitly orders E = {e~ . . . . .  e,,} according to 
c(e l )  c(e2)  " /> (e,,) 
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and obtains 27 -~ to be the collection of subsets of the form 
E i={e l, c 2 . . . . .  ei}, i=  1 . . . . .  n. 
Note that the associated primally • vector x in the latter case is unique. The 
iterative solution of the linear equality system (6) is usually referred to as "Edmonds '  
greedy algorithm" and generalizes the matroid greedy algorithm. 
As pointed out in Section 2. the crucial point in our approach is the question whether 
there exists a primally ~'-greedy solution that is also feasible for (1). We address this 
question in the next section. 
4. Primal feasibility 
We assume throughout this section that the optimization problem (2) is feasible and 
that the chain 
~ J= {~=AoCA,  C ' ' "  CA .+,=E} 
of members of ,;J is gene,ated by a run of the Greedy Algorithm in Section 3. 
In particular, we require the properties (A.0)-(A.3) to be satisfied by Y.  
Under all these assumptions, we consider the primally Z/~-greedy vector x e ~ L, i.e., 
a vector satisfying 
Y ' . . v .=f (Ae) ,  for 1= 1.2 . . . . .  k, k+ 1. 
e~A t 
Recall that f :  ~- -+ ~ is submodular if for all A, B ~ar 
i (  AUB)  +f (  a~B)  <~f( A) +f (B) .  
Moreover, recall that P = (E. <~) is a rooted forest if each element of E has at most 
one upper neighbor elative to the order P. 
Theorem 4.1. Let P be a rooted forest arm ,/': o~:--+ ~, be submodular. Then the 
primally ~"=greedy c,ector .v ~ ~ E is .lZ'asible jbr (1). 
ProoL We argue by induction on I EJ. Recalling that A~. = Tn,~, ,, we may thus assume 
that the restriction of .v to A~ is feasible with respect to the accordingly restricted 
problem (1). In other words, we may assume 
Y'..v,,-%<f(A), for all A~,ee" with AC_A a. 
e~A ~ 
We now distinguish two cases. If I E\A~: ] >~ 2, property (c) in Lemma 3.1 allows us to 
identify the elements of E\Ar into one single element so that essentially the same 
problem raises on a strictly smaller ground set. Hence we conclude by induction that x 
is feasible for (1). 
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It remains to settle the case E\A  k = {g}, say. We must show that 
E xe ~<f(A) 
e~A + 
holds for all A ~<~" with g E A. The submodularity of f now yields with B = A\{g} 
=ANAk:  
J ' (A)  >~f( A f~A,)  +,f( A UA~) - - f (Ak)  =f (B)  +f(E)  - f (A , ) .  
Because B is contained in A k, we know by induction that 
f(B)> E x<,. 
e~B + 
Moreover, since x is ~C(-greedy, 
f (E ) - f (ak )=x - y" x c. 
e~A~ 
e<g 
Because P is a rooted forest, we have the equality 
s x,,= Y'. x~,. 
ecA~ e~B + 
e<g e<g 
Hence, 
f (B )  +f(E) - f (Aa)  >~ E x<,, 
e~A " 
which yields the desired inequality, 
Recall that the Greedy Algorithm of  Section 3 constructs an integral feasible solution 
if (2) is feasible and the weighting c" E ~ I~ is integral. So we may state the fol lowing. 
Corollary 4.1. Let P be a rooted forest and.f" <~J ~ ~ submodular. Then. 
Y'~ x~, <<. f (  ,4 ), for alI a ~ ag, 
c E A -" 
is a totally dual integral system of linear inequalities. 
Theorem 4.1 admits a certain converse. 
Proposition 4.1. Let P be a rooted Jorest and f :  <cr --+ ~ be such that there exists some 
feasible primally ~7"f-greedy vector for (1) wheltever Y arises from the Greedy 
Algorithm. Then f is submodular. 
Proof i  It is a well-known fact and easy to prove by induction that .f is submodular if
f (A  US) +f (A  U T) >~.f(AUSU T) +. f (A)  
holds for every A e <~ and subsets S and T such that A U S U T is an upper neighbor of 
both A U S and A U T in the lattice <cr (Observe that in this case A is a lower neighbor 
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of both A U S and A U T in ~ (for more details on (distributive) lattices, see, e.g., 
[2]).) 
Arguing again by induction on [ E l ,  we may assume that A U S O T = E. 
Choosing the weighting c appropriately, it is not difficult to see that the greedy 
algorithm may generate some 
~P= {0 CALC ' ' "  CAC(AUS)  CE}. 
In view of property (c) in Lemma 3. I. we may assume I E \ (  A U S)[ = 1 and, similarly, 
[EX(AUT) I  = 1. So AUS=AU{s} and AUT=AU{t}  for some s, tEE .  
Conskler now the primatly feasible .2~-greedy vector x. Then, 
./{A)= E 
f (AUS)  = E x , -  E x, +x.+. 
e~A ' t'C.4 + 
f (e )= E E -,<+-,,. 
eE{AU~' ) "  e~(,4U5")+ 
d (- / 
Since P is a rooted forest, the lower neighbors of s and t form two disjoint subsets. 
From the feasibility of x we can, therefore, conclude 
f (  A U T) >/ ~ x c 
e=~iAUT) -  
: E ) .e - -  E Xe+X t 
,:'CA " r - 
e<l  
=f(E)  +f (A)  - f (a  O S). [] 
Moreover, the analogue of Theorem 4.1 may be false if P is not a rooted forest. 
Example 4.1, Consider the order P on E = {a, b, c, d, e} with nontrivial relations 
a < c, b < d and b < e. We let +~ consist of all order ideals A and set 
1, if A= {a, c}, 
f (A )  = 0, otherwise 
One easily verifies that f as submodular and x= (0 , -1 ,  1 , -1 ,  0) is the unique 
primally ~'-greedy vector with respect o the weighting 
c" o = 4 ,  c~, = 2 .  c ,. = 4 ,  c" d = 1 ,  c ~ = O.  
For A = {a, b, c, e}, we now have 
1 =.r  +x ,= E xi >0=f(A). 
i EA '  
i.e., x is not feasible. 
In spite of Example 4.1. rooted forests may not be necessary for the Greedy 
Algorithm to perform optimally if the function f behaves nicely with respect o the dual 
solution. 
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Theorem 4.2. Let the order P be arbitrary and ,f: ag+ N be submodular. Let 
furthermore the chain ~" be obtained by the Greedy Algorithm. Then every nonnegative 
primally s vector x is feasible for (1). 
Proof. We may argue as in the proof of Theorem 4.1, remarking that the inequality 
e~_A + ecB + 
e<L' e<g 
must hold if the x~,'s are nonnegative. [] 
Corollary 4.2. If f is monotone on the chain ~9 ~, then there exists a feasible primally 
~-greedy vector. 
We must leave it as an open problem how to analyze greedy algorithms for the 
submodular programs (1) and (2) when P is not a rooted forest or when Theorem 4.2 
does not apply. 
It is also not clear whether submodularity of f is the right notion for the greedy 
algorithm when P is not a rooted forest. For example, there exist orders P and 
nonsubmodular functions f such that every greedy vector is nonnegative and feasible. 
Example 4,2. Consider the order P on E = {a, b, c} given by the nontrivial relations 
a < b and a < c. Define f on the lattice o~r of all ideals by 
f (a )  =U(E)=2,  f (a ,  b )=f (a ,  c)= 1. 
Then .f is not submodular but the - -  in this example unique - -  greedy vector is 
nonnegative and feasible. 
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